Yamaha golf cart engine swap

This is the most cost-effective V-Twin Predator engine conversion kit available for your Yamaha golf cart! Significantly increase your power and torque at a very affordable price.
Specifically engineered to be a direct bolt-in for those who don't have the time or machinery to
fabricate their own. Some items in this kit are made-to-order and parts are sourced from
multiple countries and subject to occasional backorder or longer shipping time frames. Reach
Theme by Pixel Union. Powered by Shopify. Please Wait Account Story Cart Search. Your cart is
empty Continue shopping. Add note. View cart. Successfully added to cart! Richard L. We cant
seem to get the tachometer to work. We've tried everything. More detailed instructions would be
great. Great product! Let me put a Predator in a non lifted G16 with minor modification to the
body. It was a very tight fit, but works and looks amazing. I would highly recommend buying
this kit, the quality and materials are top notch. Easy install. Pulled the baffle out of the exhaust
and fattened up the fuel. Still cheaper than an OEM replacement motor. Definitely a head turner.
Fits well. Easy to install. Could have been bent a bit differently to clear better. Easy to install but
could use some refining of sub frame at front center mount,. I wish the instructions were a little
more detailed and there was a little more room for belt alignment adjustment and a little more
clearance at the driven clutch for the belt. Other than that it seems like an excellent product.
Recently Viewed Products. Just like cars and motorcycles, Yamaha golf cart engines break
down after extensive use. An engine rebuild kit is available for Yamaha golf carts, allowing you
to replace the parts that need replacing when the engine fails. To make sure every part you
remove goes back in the right place, photograph each step of the engine deconstruction
process. Obtain the Yamaha engine rebuild kit specifically designed for your model of golf cart.
Use the model number on the manual to purchase the right rebuild kit. Drain the oil out of the
engine. Find the drain plug underneath the engine and drain the oil into a drain pan. Strip the
engine down to its basic components. Use an adjustable wrench to remove the bolts and a
screwdriver to remove the screws. Take photos of the deconstruction of the engine with a
digital camera. This will help you put the engine back together. Start by unscrewing the top
portion which consists of the air filter, carburetor and the pieces around them. Unscrew the
valves and the fuel pump next. Afterward, disconnect the rest of the engine pieces, including
the crankshaft with the connecting rod. Examine every part. Look for any kind of dent or crack.
One of the most common problems is caused by a lack of oil. When oil is not lubricating the
engine, the engine begins to heat up and eventually breaks down from overheating. Check the
connecting rod thoroughly. See if there is a metallic buildup on the rod where it connects to the
crankshaft. This is called aluminum transfer and is the cause of many engine failures. Clean the
remaining engine parts with engine degreaser to increase their life. Replace the old pieces of
the Yamaha golf cart with the new ones in the engine-rebuild kit. These pieces are the piston
and its rings, the valves, carburetor parts, gaskets and the bearing and seals that are located
around these pieces. Follow the instructions that come with the rebuild kit exactly. Connect all
of the parts using the instructions provided in the engine-rebuild kit. Read every direction
carefully so that you do not miss a step or leave out any part. Use the pictures that you took
when disconnecting the engine to help put the engine back together. Lindsay Howell has been
writing since Her works have been featured in "Bittersweet," her campus literary magazine. Step
1 Obtain the Yamaha engine rebuild kit specifically designed for your model of golf cart. Step 2
Drain the oil out of the engine. Step 3 Strip the engine down to its basic components. Step 4
Examine every part. Step 5 Clean the remaining engine parts with engine degreaser to increase
their life. Step 6 Replace the old pieces of the Yamaha golf cart with the new ones in the
engine-rebuild kit. Yamaha has made many models of golf cart engines over the years. Different
models use different engine-rebuild kits and each has its own set of directions. Forum
Announcement. Engine swap. Posts Latest Activity. Page of 2. Filtered by:. Previous 1 2
template Next. Engine swap October 27, , PM. I am thinking of swapping out my old flathead
KF82 - CC gas club car engine for an upgraded new one. What can you guys recommend?
Looking for something that is the easiest retro fit. Tags: None. Michael Eddie. October 27, , PM.
You are going to want to look for a motor that runs counter clockwise. If honda does not make a
ccw engine, I know briggs does. Fabricating a motor mount that fits up to the stock mounts is
what most of us do. Allow for play room to adjust the drive belt. Regards, Michael Eddie
Emails:. Comment Post Cancel. October 28, , AM. It really depends on how much you are
thinking of spending. There's the Big Block kits from CPP, and then there are also the "clone"
engines you can purchase through HarborFreight or similar companies. Neither one is too
difficult, though i can't speak from experience about the clones, I went with the B. March 9, , AM.
Update to this thread!! First glance is great. Now the fun begins, 1. Needs new non tappered
clutch. Fab new throttle cable assy. Fab new motor mount. Fab new exhaust due to forward
location 5. Fab new choke method 6. Gut exsisting wiring for new harness to extend key switch
to dash board. Put all oem parts on ebay to pay for new build!! Donna cart commented. Sorry to

keep reposting new at this but it looks like you move the throttle cable for words in the box to
clear the motor and I was looking for a new throttle cable could you tell me where to find one
thank you in advance. March 10, , AM. Keep us posted, I am thinking about this conversion.
March 12, , PM. Will do. Subscribed BTW. March 21, , AM. Clone Transplant done, Predator cc
electric start. Yes I know BTW, there is no suitable vacuum source for my stock fuel pump, Had
to switch to electric fuel pump. March 22, , AM. Ok here we go. Pictures in order from left to
right top to bottom. Rubber cusion under bolted down snubber. Works great. New Comet Clutch
3. Exhaust configuration with heat sheild, Used exsisting muffler, welded a down pipe to exit
point. Front motor mounts, Original plate mounts intact, moved motor back 2. Rear plate mount
raised 2. I used. Picture is kinda blurry. Modified throttle connections. Cut regulator box down
for clearance. Kept old throttle pivot point, Cut new notch for cable to mount. Overall pic. So
ready to put the body on. I have some more accessory wiring to do yet. No pic but had to add an
electric fuel pump. I think I am going to leave the original Predator fuel tank in place and use it
as an auxillary reserve tank. Its not in the way of anything. If yall have any suggestions let me
know. Next up is reassembly of the body. I cant wait to test drive it!! Attached Files. Last edited
by krustybucket ; March 22, , AM. So on your throttle cable you just moved it forward towards
the sea and put a new notch is that correct that's what I was going to do because it was hitting
the motor where can I pick up a new cable you have a website. Posted earlier by dirtman View
Post. March 22, , PM. Way to go, Great pictures!!!! I like the color. March 26, , AM. Finished pics
on the way! Runs great! March 26, , PM. Here it is all finished Pulls great with the HF cc engine.
Last edited by krustybucket ; March 27, , AM. March 27, , AM. Posted earlier by krustybucket
View Post. Posted earlier by ak47fan View Post. I think they would look good in black or black
with yellow. Good job on everything. It looks like you move the throttle cable for words in the
box to clear the motor that's what I was going to do and can you tell me where to find a throttle
cable May be a website thank you. Unconfigured Ad Widget. Yes No. OK Cancel. Welcome
visitor you can login or create an account. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Everything you
need for a bolt in Vanguard V-Twin upgrade. Installs in Yamaha G - G lifted 4" or more.
Complete kit includes engine, engine mount, drive clutch, exhaust, kevlar drive belt, wiring
harness, key switch and all bolts, brackets and cables. Engine comes prewired, Just run wiring
and mount key switch. All wiring is done for you and allows engine to idle and shift from
forward neutral or reverse while engine is running. Clutch is alredy bolted on and ready to go.
This is for the golf cart that needs serious power. Installs in Yamaha G - G22 with 4" or larger
lift. Choose the kit that fits your cart. Price includes. As with any engine use of Hi Performance
or Racing parts voids mfg warranty. Ready for Hi Performance? Here it is, The Vanguard engine
upgrade kit will turn your cart into the powerful machine you desire. Everything you need to
replace original motor with no cutting or welding required. Can be installed with simple hand
tools. Follow Us. Performance Brands Dixie Sales. Extras Brands Gift Vouchers Specials. What
year is my cart? Precedent Engine Upgrade Kits Aug 18, Mar 28, Model: 23Y Not yet rated Write
a review. Your Name:. Enter the code in the box below:. Tags: engine kit high performance
motor replacement motor hi performance big block motor upgrade performance motor. These
guys replaced their blown golf cart motor with a cheap Harbor Freight 6. He took his Yamaha G1
that had a blown engine on it and replaced it with a Harbor Freight 6. For a smaller than stock
golf cart motor it sure gets the job done while going up and down the hills in his neighborhood.
This would make a great cheap golf cart build project to teach the kids a thing or two. If you
could find a free or very cheap golf cart with a blown motor as your base it would be great. A
new Predator 6. These Predator 6. I personally have used those motors in a go-kart I built for my
daughter and I later swapped
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it over to a mini bike I gave to my nephew. The only thing I ever had to do was change the oil,
plug, and the air filter. The thing is still running after four years with no issues. If anybody gives
their cart a engine swap let me know how it went and I will post pics of your builds if you want
me to. I am considering doing a swap like this to a 97 ezgo txt gas cart. Does the cart run in
reverse with this swap? Also besides the clutch will you need anything from the existing engine
such as starter generator, solenoids, etc? I am planning swap ez go gas and replace with a 13
hp predator engine electric start can you tell me what all I will have to change and also buy.
Tags: Golf Cart Motor , Golf cart motor upgrade. Michael I am considering doing a swap like this
to a 97 ezgo txt gas cart. Don Hi. Bruno: Link in the text above. Robert Did you have to give up
reverse? With the 6. Bruno: No reverse with this set-up. Debbie Houseman What about will it
have reverse - May 13, Related Posts.

